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I have already woken up it is five forty six and fifty one seconds in the morning chicago standard time 

sunrise after seven january I plan 

to go to the mississippi 

and there was fog yesterday 

to appreciate 
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there is neon in thessalonia 
literal 
like miami neon 

and whether the thessalonians participated in the first olympics in two hundred bc bce 
naked like the athenians 

I do not know 

and the prethessalonians were or were not part of the spartan consortium 

as the presocratics [circa] 

I do not know 
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having grown through gravity 
and trees 

the dangling vines and 
there were a weeping willow 
the partial struck by a tornado 
say the forest and 
say the clearing [within] 

a vines are climbable as a child 
to act like a monkey 
to bounce on a vine 
[some collapse] [some fall from the symbiont [host] [question] tree with a weight] 

that which hangs 
the vine from above and a sounds an ornithological sounds 
the ambient silence of a forest 
the vine hangs from a tree branch 

that which hangs 
the boughs of a weeping willow 
every branch a dangling of leaves nearto the soil inwhich the sturdy main trunk like a walnut tree 
there are ticks in the weeping part of weeping willows arachnidal ticks tiny ticks 
iswhich 
the weeping willow is not climbed 
ticks suck blood from mammals ticks suck blood from aves ticks suck blood from riparians 
gets fat until 
the tick decides to let go with its teeth from the host 
were the tick to stay to long upon the host sucking blood the tick would bloat and burst and die 
the tick lets go 
just in time 
I do not know how the tick reclimbs the weeping willow 

that which hangs 
ivy vines grow from the soil and creep upward upon a stone wall 

gravitropism a seeds 
are grown from the soil 
a seed inherently knows to find the surface for 
phototropism [then] 
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uncle carney and the horse show around the merry go round center with children on the backs of the horses 
four feet tall each having paid four token tickets to the ticket woman at seventy five cents per ticket 

and cotton candy and the sun goes down 

uncle carney moves to the dart booth as specified in his contract and [this time] there was a balloon air 
filler upper so he was not required to inflate the balloons with his own lungs 

and the biggest prize the three foot stuffed elephant colored purple and white 

and the entry level prize the plastic compass the size of a cracker jack prize 

I learned carnies dull the ends of darts so darts bounce off the balloons instead of popping them 

and the four ticket ride inwhich everyone stands inside of a circle with their backs to the circle and the 
circle spins fast and the floor drops away and everyone is centrifugaled to the wall until the floor returns 
and the ride slows and all get off dizzy 

the livestock pavillion with the future farmers of america with groomed animals and 
anyone can bring their livestock with proper registration papers 
last years' [what do you know for sure] 
there were cows 
there were big horses there were little horses 
there were chickens in cages with plumes watched by future farmers not yet old enough to be farmers 
there were rabbits in cages being watched by future farmers of America 
there were goats and straw on the ground for the goats being watched by 4h 
there were future farmers on the ground with straw 
there was a future farmer with an electric trimmer saloning with hair product a straight line on the back hair 
of a guernsey being watched by another future farmer 

a lemonade stand with squeezed lemons sugar and water 

uncle carney smoked a cigarette behind the creme puff trailer 
on my way to a deep fried twinkie and 
chocolate milk 
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little sisters: in haiku 

twenty four letters 
greek hydra she wore cotton 
her father's invite 
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taxidermics: the interior 

taxidermy and the position of the mounted animal 

taxidermics: the osteichthic fish 

taxidermics: the largest bear I have ever seen 

taxidermics: the small mammalian predator for the mantel 

taxidermics and the seminar professor introducing 

taxidermics: two species mounted 

the taxidermy studio in the country nor neighbors 

taxidermy: the salesroom floor 

taxidermy: the elder woman and her aged beloved pet 

taxidermy: the statue 

taxidermy: the story of 

taxidermy: the lepidoptera collection and 
the exoskeletal beetle collection may or may not be considered taxidermy 

and the skin of the reptile 
taxidermics: the reptile 
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ambients 
symbionts 
audients 

[them] 

the ambient the sensation perception without value 

the symbiont [and with] 

the audient were one of ten to admire the classical guitar performance 
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napa valley cabernet sauvignon 

red 
table wine 
steak 
salt 
salad greens 

water 
white bread 
olive oil on a plate with pepper 
appetizer 

dessert 
cheesecake 
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ritual as allegory 

wet snow 
rooftops 
drip an eaves upon 
pavement frozen 
slip 

early season every and 
late season 

wet snow and 
big flakes 
down 
snowball snowman snow to 
catch upon one's tongue 

accumulation winter were 
first snow frozen the next 
upon the last until april 

comes snow's melt 

spring 

ritual is next 
again 
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the braised tomato 

and the cucumber 
with the skin removed 

just the tomato 
part 
and the cucumber 
some vinegar 

were the four bean salad as good 
nor confused with the three bean salad 

on occasion with 

sugar 
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the professor having exhausted epistemics within their own discipline taught 

the nature of learning eventually 
the nature of knowledge 

switched departments 

- 

avocation is a sunflower in the autumn 
twilight 
and the widest periphery is the horizon 

how deep a sunken roots 
the plant 
that a wind will not topple 
that a rain will not soften an earth that a wind will not topple 

the periphery for observation 
say sense 
the horizon 
and the forest fire [away] and beyond to smell is peripheral 
periphery for where my attention were and 

it will be dark soon [again] 

and with the firesmoke a haze a sunset should be 
good 
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on the methodist's interrogation of the bible 

said george tate, thd 

I have a confirmation bible New Revised Version inwhich I use as reference 
I have a first communion children's bible ofwhich I have read and was read to as a child 

on a baptist attending a methodist university for studies after attending a baptist university as an 
undergraduate 

on an individual of judaism converting to roman catholicism to become an ordained priest 

on a lutheran woman converting to catholicism to marry a catholic man 

on a methodist woman being confirmed catholic two days before her marriage to a catholic man 

on the catholic seventeen year educated girl into woman from elementary school through master's degree at 
the same building to become a schoolteacher in a public school were she a vocationalist or a school of 
teaching and were she married 

on interrogation of the bible 
were there a question 
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otic 
[metaphoric] [producing] 
semiotic 

were twenty six letters were symbols were lower scripted and 
were twenty six letters similar symbols were upper scripted 
alphabet 
and their combine were 
conceptual 

and say a symbolic forms exterior 
]alphabet[ 

and the meaning of † [dagger] say footnote were the editor 

and the literary © 
and the material invention ® 

the corporate logo is no pictograph blood handprint on cave wall epochs gone and 

what without convention is gone say convention were 
memorable as mnemonic 
memorable as memento 
memorable recognizable as trustworthy the sign 

nature the tulip through snow to watch to say near nor social because 
[man is no control of ]nature[] including a tulip's emerge 

man versus man 
man versus nature 
man versus himself 
man versus god 

were a philospher's explanation of a condition 
punctuated 
I cannot say and pages numbered were published I would imagine ponderable 

symbols as considered semiotic are intentional 

and the sensitive were there arrogance disregard affection and or privatory appreciation 
to be kept 
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the long walk inwhich 

night and destination and ten miles 
and I am no travel writer and seventeen years after 
I still have comfortable shoes like the mailman from cheers 
said the key to a good life is comfortable shoes 
that he was a mail deliverer is important in regards to his credibility 

five miles two am 
the taco bell drive through would not serve a pedestrian 
ten miles the capitol the city water dry 
at the best western corner 

and a plastic bicycle water bottle of gin nor touched and returned after another 

ten 

a sun rises at ~six thirty in august and I 
unlock my door 

start my day 

_ 

the confluence of the clear river and the muddy river 
whorl 
downway another 
twenty yards 
[spectacle] 

_ 

and the marathon-ist twenty six point two miles and what I mention the bicycle-ist one hundred two miles 
century 
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the sole of the shoe the soale of the fish 

the soul 

were a gloppy glop atop nearest the parthenon at dark a bite 
only 
the soale and 
the salad was good 

and the sole were soft the flip flop 
and the inner big toe second toe once caused a blister nevertheless 
a barefoot upon and 
callouses eventual like running 

and the soul 
to say indestructible were challenge to the soul to say 
a soul may benefit of challenge I cannot say 
all 
and a thought to cognition to say 
and the soul 
to say indefatiguable in death like speculation and 
die 
nor like animal and 
civil 
only 
[were eternal] 
[changeless] 
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atween two bodies 

isthmus 
comes weather 
cross 
one water is no other 

the bridge 
a station 
the buried 
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I have seen a photo the leaf 

tobacco is long 
tobacco is dissident 
tobacco is green and is brown and is smoked 

and the pipe with 
cavendish 
whiskey 
wafts for grandchildren to smell 

at the general store the leaf tobacco to chew like 
little league 
on a curb 

tobacco is hand harvested if I am not mistaken 
dries in barns with open air slats 

sent to a shop in mentor ohio cut bagged 
sold by the pound 

and the rolling machine and the paper 
and add your own tobacco 
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hand me down 

hand me down knowledge 
the borrowed faith 

and were hand me down clothing I grow 
tall 
and an elder is nor longer my size 

a shoes and sized twelve are brand new 
an interest of fit 

hand me down knowledge 
the researcher 
what is important academic foundations 
an histories a presocratic histories the generative notion of specificity generality 

the applications of the library are endless 
[really] 
one can get lost in a library physically upon having recognized 
a particular dewey decimal number and 
a window carrel 

silence to lose oneself by 

hand me down 
the trade 
the carpenter 
the cobbler 
and ink 

the fronted notion of ambition is exposure say 
experience 

and to notice 
legacy 
and were no biology to admire a previous epochs of my own existence and regard 
a sixties children must live through my own led zeppelin era unto 
an aged rolling stones still playing through the two thousands 

mine 
is a poem 
and is no movie and is no film and is no psalm 
fromwhich 
I do not know and cannot 
[temporalism] and 
[speculationism] to say self interest 

[I] 
is a pronoun 
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drum in progress 

some buffalo leather to stretch 
something circular to stretch upon in an aesthetic manner 
as to show 

with sound tom 
tom 
tom 
once or rhythm 

small enough to carry 

and for the corner for display just 
out of sight 
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phylogenics and aesthetics 

were the herbivore 
the omnivore 
were the predator 

tonight a salad 
we 
and fermented grapes the rest 
said of the salad plantation after dark inwhich 
the garden 
out back 

o taste 
and were grazed and the fences 
for a rabbits outness 

and them of omnivoric incline 
what taste to the very same rabbit upon an hunger 

and dryness for the vole 

because it was there 

and the fence for the bull when it is the bull's turn 

and with salad with 
berries 
the same wine the neighbors 

the ontogenics the matter 
were pepper on mine 

and fish is fish 
and salted 

I only speak of food as taste there were a candle were there not a candle and 
[barry white] in the background [who is barry white] 

and the wine is room temperature 

a matter of phylogeny eventual and 
the bearskin rug 
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_the shining_ is a film 

stephen king unto stanley kubrick unto jack nicholson 

sensation precedes perception precedes determination 
the good film 

and the uncomfortable is not inherently art nor excluded 

opthalmologics and 

the starry night 

is cold like the civilian conservation corps is cold and with snow cat midnight awind and drifted snow away 
from civilization spectacle and were an ambitious writer alone in the wilderness four months in a row as 
caretaker his family has their own area of the closed-for-the-season resort and he to write his novel called 
_all work and no play makes jack a dull boy_ and so there is food and no other entertainment excepting 
fake jake daniels which jack originally declines though gives in in the ballroom 

films stopped being films in nineteen eighty atwhich george lucas digitally cinematographed thereon after 
_star wars_ which twenty years after was renamed _a new hope_ 

films are seventy millimeter films for projectors if I am not mistaken and cannot be digitally edited though 
cut and spliced as brad pitt in the movie _fight club_ 

popcorn is good 

I like raisonnettes at the theatre I will have one of your jujubees [...] o look [...] shh 

plaster is deep and a kitchen with gallon cans of peaches for breakfast sides of beef 

a quiet 
the shining 
atween 

nature is solitude 
some prefer 

and were one alone 
rapt 
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and rapture 
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for someone to go 
return 
were they the same 

having experienced 

and a place wherefrom 
of recence 

it were magical [colloquial] 

and I have no question 
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the tax rate 

municpal in madison wisconsin five point five percent 
municipal in washington district of columbia twenty five percent 
federal internal revenue service washington district of columbia thirty percent 
federal scandinavian democracy sixty percent source: professor schrag lecture nineteen ninety nine helen c 
white hall building university of wisconsin-madison 

allocations: schools roads defense 

and 
zero 
as to start were 
a flag in the ground 
homeschooling 
brutish 

the germ of open land 
the germ of immigration 
optimism 

and a comparativists still 

the axiologics of prosperity and 
having seen 

nor discontent and 
having seen in appreciation 

were united states currency cost from 
wage 
were acceptable I agree and or do not agree 
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the slate 
the striated geology 

chalk is pressed whiteness 
poofs 
from the eraser on 
the sill outside the classroom 
the petted student impresses 

white on black 
the blackboard the slate 
[contrast] 
black on white 
the ink on paper 
[contrast] 

and the giant sponge to remove 
a remaining dust 
clean 
for tomorrow 
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snowpack 
wet snow below freezing 
down comes down 
big flakes gather in the air 
drop and screens how they collect snow 
a sounds 
hollow 
like through the trees 
and vacant 

said the weatherman two day snow 
and the streets will be clear 
more winter ahead 

snowpack 
I have never snowmobiled 

and the lake is nearly frozen for walking on 
with snowcover 
the ice fishermen with tents 
used to be shanties near 
the duck blinds 

snowpack 
dryer snow drifts 
across open areas 

wet snow and associated with absence of wind 
down comes down 

and to sit among 
the lawn chair and warmed in proper clothing 
the sound of snow upon one's jacket 
the sensation of 
a snowflake upon one's face upon one's tongue 

snowpack 
the plows 
one hundred yards tall in parking lots 

and salt 
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where would Dublin get me 

the philosophy 
and I bought an hat a wool driving cap 

the patrickians are or are not seamus heaney 
and trinity college is old like 
the decrepit 
the horizon with the falling stone structure 

I have never burned peat 
I have had nitrogen carbonation in my stout 

cold to say a passage 
northern hemisphere is summertime 
potatoes are good and when they are bad the lord 
blight 
I once read a single potato plant can be planted from every eye cut from one potato 

the seed 

were there an emerald 

and the rainbow 

hot whiskey 
and it were drizzly out 
man enters shakes a rain from his coat 'hot whiskey' 

the sky is gray 

on the rarity of four leaf clovers 
I have never found one 

I shall mention I watched and listened to U2 from the floor of sun devil stadium in nineteen eighty seven bb 
king opened 

tin whistle 
some drum 
gaelic slainte agus tainte [ 
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the authorization of fertilizer 

an old books 
an old ink and paper books 
are once burned politically 
are once lofted into a dumpster 
I lifted tom sawyer and huckleberry finn with becky thatcher and jim the nigger from 
the dumpster © 1953 
afore their introduction to a book processor for farmer mulch 
a tree farm has rows twenty rows by thirty rows of trees 
harvested every twenty years I do not know for 
paper products including 
the publishing and printing industry 
what were translated what were republished newly redesigned and 
cover art 
marketable 
saleability were profit and 
an old book decays until 
republication 
a newly published book may resemble an original manuscript in title and content and design and 
a publication rights signed 
a newly published book may leave away a significant word eg 'nigger' 
as an original manuscript is written 
fertilizer is important for the growth of sunflowers 
fertilizer is important for the growth of tomatoes 
fertilizer is important for the growth of corn 
and nitrogen 
pine needles are rich in nitrogen and too many pine needles disallow an undergrowth of grass 
a paper industry may rely on conifers for their fast growth 
a nitrogenated soil is a nice walk among an orchard 
the wind 
and without brambled grass to walk without trail 
a most important books are the first printing 
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the practiced calligraphy is an alphabet 

constant nib angle 
on the line 

and the numbers zero [0] to nine [9] 

I can type on my keyboard without looking at the keys 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

secretary style or hunt and peck the genre of manual typewriters 

calligraphy ink cannot be erased 
waterman intense black 
black on white cotton paper 

I saw an exhibit at the chazen museum in madison wisconsin of the bible calligraphed into english more 
than one thousand pages 

gold ink 
squid ink natural from the undersea mollusk 
ornamental ink 

and the sewn book 
the pressed book sewn the cover glued 

were jack kerouac hunt and pecked [question] his manual typewriter on a road trip scroll of paper forty four 
feet long as well found in a fifty foot long glass case in a museum temporary exhibit 

the papyrus scrolls of alexandria egypt seven thousand years ago burnt 

penmanship the fountain pen the ballpoint pen 
signature 

the calligraph the poem in calligraph like any writing instrument 

and the printing press the guttenberg the trade the printer 

the calligraph and a poem to write for presentation were reprinted the printer 
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an arbor with snow atop 
and were sticks pointed through 
a drifted snow still 
in the air 
near done I say because I hear 
a spattered birds inspite 
a yet clouded sky 
a sign 
will be sunny tomorrow 

there is a body of water in the summer 
and white for now 
like the ground 
a shored deciduous trees are sticks a branches white atop 
each 
there are fish in the water and 
still in the spring 
aneath an ice 
dormant 

I have mentioned snow is silent like 
aldo leopold 
to sit among 
a lake is drifted on occasion in january 
with a blown snow 
bare ice and blown snow 
intermittent 
barren 

there are no flowers like june nor 
waist grass the trail 
the same and unmarked now 
there are no greens nor life as when 
I am differently dressed 
[then] 

quiet is meditative 
say hyperaware and 
frosted and sink to my knees 
to water's unmarked frozen edge 
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yoda with a three hundred and sixty degree head in someone's backpack 
librarian says to yoda if it is not in the cartographic card catalog it does not exist 
princess leia butterfly hair 
whether midichlorians whether mitochondrians are independent thinkers 
whether collecting scrap metal as a slave orphan is profitable in a glossy eyed way to a buyer 
whether disneyfication exists 
whether stormtroopers armor is effective and whether stormtroopers can see through their armor 
whether a diner in a long time ago and a galaxy far away serves eggs sausage hash browns sourdough toast 
coffee and chocolate malt 
whether millipedes are robotic 
whether doogie howser fought a millipede 
ben kenobi the monastic never sat in a backpack 
what is a wamp rat 
the dinosaur with the long neck in the asteroid field is believable except for respiration including the 
moloch birds stuck on the window of the millenium falcon 
lava is hot 
and about an elevationally superior position 
the clone is inferior and the next clone is inferior and the next clone is inferior and the next clone is inferior 
on the arguability of the color including clear that have lived underwater for generations 
[melatonin] [question] [melanin] [question] generations having lived in warm climates 
herbert spencer: having established natural selection as a concept what is education including the 
determination of operative population to receive education 
jaba has digital legs in the remake 
on the presentation of science fiction ideas 
stop motion nineteen o five stop motion nineteen thirty stop motion nineteen seventy seven 
a film at a drive in with the buick backed into the drive in parking spot and the tail gate down with blankets 
on pets on other planets like cow-pig-like creatures rideable like surfing 
tupperware and adobe culture 
and a sounds of food processors 
immaculate conception she said to [was it liam neeson or ben kenobi] afore [he] midichlorianed counted 
the boy 
the system with two suns and one to orbit and one is orbited [and sunset as newsstand worthy photograph] 
[a wind in luke's hair as he ponders] 
ten year olds and one hundred mile per hour pod racers 
the sand people the wooly mammoths the siberian peninsula 
cinematography and believability and were the story important and were the cinematography captivating 
the land speeder on tattooine [flat ground land speeder] 
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were the sky wide open 

when the clouds 
and the sky is wide open 

do I say logic 
to appreciate 

and there were snow 
fluttering in 
nonwind 

soon the sky will clear and 
what is on the ground 

will turn to spring 
eroding 
soil 

and the sky is wide open 
and a clouds do not conceal 

what is the afternoon and 
what becomes night 

for the air is 
filled 

and I already know the stars 
and I already know to expect 

springtime 
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the virgin 

estuous 

and she were no animal and animal and 
with my attention 
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subversive of someone of lesser authority 

were their corruption 
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apolitics 

the letter to the editor thanking 
the snow plows for 
being 

and the funnies 

and the price of produce from costa rica in january 

the library is closed due to the weather and 
the schools though 
the library 

can you recommend a movie 

I vote do you vote 

anyway 
new starbucks on university avenue 
outside seating 

a farm is four hundred acres 

food service is not social service 
social service is not military service 

whether a persistent classificationism is 
vocational 

ethanol is gummy 

and were 
to disregard is apolitical 
and were 
to present oneself as disregarding 

what is social opinion [of the existing] 
what is social philisophy [of socio interest including invention] 
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the ascension of smoke 

waft about 
the nonwind 
[up] 
[ward] 
[about] 
[the nonwind 
[left to right nor 
bother andwere near 
sunset 

when the clouds turn purple 
quicker 
than 
the collected heat of 
summertime 

when the clouds nor longer 
[and 
[the sky is dark 

[suddenly 

and after 
dark whiles a single star 
[then] 

smoke is cause the clouds 
for water to attach 
[pondering 

[and the sky is clear another 
[star 
[another 

[like appreciation 
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sticking one's thumbs in one's beltloops and or poking one's thumbs in one's beltloops 

with regard to boredom 
podunk boredom 
chawing a long piece of grass 
saying howdy when no one is around 
I once used scissors to snip the shortsleeves from a good tshirt 
coulda been longsleeves the same 
I have not owned a straw cowboy hat with the front and back steamed down and 
the copenhagen ring in the backpocket 
I kept mine in my front pocket because of school policy 
flip flops give me blisters atween my opposable toes and second toes were toes opposable and 
if my tennis shoes smelled too bed I would let them air for a day 
the county horse races every fourth of july two dollar bet first race trifecta thereafter two dollar bet pick the 
best to place 
dirt field little league nor a thought and corrugated tin dugouts and the announcer and the cassette national 
anthem over the p a system 
I was in winslow after dark once and could see my breath 
my quarter arcade favorites 

tempest galaga ms pacman track and field tron donkey kong dig dug asteroids frogger xevious rtype 

five dollars is twenty four tokens one token per game 
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job's tears 

[ken] 
and material 
said people are material are owned are people not owned and important 
and material 
the substance of material 
the substance of corporeal the carnal were 
movement 
and the sunrise I remember the sunrise and important 
[ken] everything is known and accurate like certainty for otherwise I 
would have no question I would have no interest 
say grass is curious in autumn grass is curious when grass is done 
tall grass wild grass in autumn 
spring is when 
because last spring is the same as this spring and the next I know because 
certainty 
and the holds of certainty 
and the calcification of certainty 
some things grow in particular places [only] in particular environments 
some are quiet and subdued and grow into [other] things 
and the way [things] are called by one with language may and may not be relevant to 
what is called 
and the ascription of loss 
is one's to say of another [anyone can say anything cannot anyone say anything] 
were perspective 
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I once thought linnean was in reference to lake and other water and now I know limnos is the god of wild 
rice 

I once spent an evening with linnea 
she had dark hair 

she was a freshman in college and so was I and 
classes had not started for the semester yet 

it was a dark and stormy night and 
linnea and I did not cross paths again 

wild rice is rather chewy I imagine psyche would agree 

linnean classification system of the animalia kingdom includes [:] 
mammals reptiles bony and cartilaginous fish entemological species amphibians 

and the plantaes and the mushroomaes 

many of which are edible 

the fox around the lake 
the garter snake around the lake 
the blue gill in the lake 
the dragonfly about the lake 
the bull frog on the lily pad 

and the red wing black bird about the lake 
and the lake clam in the lake 

the avians  the molluskae nor to be overlooked 

the wild rice [grass 
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[ @ Catholic Multicultural Center Park Street Madison Wisconsin February six  two thousand twenty four ]


the lanky woman with no bra 

made sure there was bread to be given and

oil

olive oil of the mediterranean variety

not all appreciate the food pantry like I and

today

a cardigan of silk atop and

loose

draped

pastel

a short hair just long enough to be

brushed fashion

and her brisk step is

something to do

an office the door ajar and with

telephone

bread needs exist for bread to be given


there is a chapel in a good place thought for other reasons 

and a kitchen

and a meeting room

there is a room with shelves of bread and soup


I do not know what is in the basement

I do not know what is in the second floor


bingo night sounds like a good time

there are fifteen numbers for b fifteen numbers for i fifteen numbers for n fifteen numbers for g fifteen 
numbers for o; - b: 1-15 i:16-30 n:31-45 g:45-60 o:61-76

the child care room looks appropriate


the chapel lights are off


a stained glass panels on one wall are lighted in the afternoon


indirectly
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were there blasphemy in the forest 
I cannot say 
nature 
and the wind is blasphemous 
and the rain 
and were the pavement blasphemous say 
man is blasphemous 
and the birds are blasphemous for being 
in the forest 
and the lightning 
and the clouds today let down upon 
a dryness 
called river is blasphemous and with and without torment I cannot stop watching 
[listening] 
were there such a sense to blasphemy 
I had always considered blasphemy as verbal as written as well 
and the trees are blasphemous for their nature 
and the bugs the entemological bugs all about are 
blasphemous 
[blasphemous] 
and the rain washes away the soil is blasphemous and leaves nothing 
the residue of nothing is blasphemous 
the idea of nothing is blasphemous I do not know and say I do not know like 
walt whitman says I do not know 
literally 
blasphemy is a decomposing leaf beneath last year's leaf 
half grounded and moist and caterpillared rotten to be 
rooted into a blasphemous tree again and again 
and my presence 
to nature begin for certainly nature did not and could not exist before me 
I am blasphemous to nature and 
I do not and cannot thing for the walnut trees outside nor the filbert trees outside 
elsewhere 
the squirrels are blasphemous and 
the chipmunks once called ground squirrels are blasphemous for their nut eating 
for their scurry 
squirrels are blasphemous and 
the home built near my own after my own existed 
to say blasphemy 
indeed 
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solipsism saint anselm and hedonism 

were there a difference atween 
italian and cuban coffee 
[then] 
and the organics of fresh milk and recombinant bovine growth hormoned milk 
[then] 
and icelandik and [other] greek yogurt 
to go about one's day having eaten a good breakfast 
as expected 
much to be done 
and a rituals the same as they are 
the sunday is my sabbath 
an ontogenic day and becoming 
the thirteenth floor of the wisconsin center for educational research has 
glass walls all around 
study tables 
the scholarship of the matter atween 
science and art is 
john deweyan in simplicity to those nor having considered 
; - 
social intercourse 
the mind of research is childlike nor childish 
and what is empirical may or may not be quantitative 
an interpreted results 
may very well be qualitative sociologically and 
certain as certainty 
solipsism 
[do you hear me] 
[I shall write another journal article[ [and] 
[call] [it] [poem] 
with form this [time] 
I invent form and 
what is within 
the solipsist the individual and with expression nor mime say 
presentation withheld without audience and without operative audience 
[really] [I do not care for audience] 
ontology the study of the individual is the study of oneself 
psychogenics the study of the individual psychology the study of the individual as standard among 
andwere an ontologics standardized thenfor a psychologics say 
[education kindergarten through twelfth grade five year old through eighteen year old high school 
graduation] 
literacy 
mathematics 
penmanship 
nor lunch included because the national education association has agreed with the school board regarding 
duty free lunch 
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everyone should write a book 
upon the books paper completion 
the book should be bound 
with cover page 
 called 'manuscript' for its non publication as of yet 
placed into a manila stamped envelope 
sent to the publisher with 
cover letter 
the publisher returns a letter saying 
'I sure love your book and would like to publish your book' 
'please sign and return the enclosed piece of paper to start the book publishing process' 
'a book takes one year to go through editing through printing processees' 
a monetary advance is sent to the author upon the signatorial relationship with the publisher 
the manuscript is edited by the editor 
the cover art for the book is graphic designed 
a united states currency cost to the book purchaser at the book store will be is mentioned 
again the author of the book signs a paper document after the editing and graphic design process 
a second monetary advance is sent to the author in lieux of print and bookstore release to happen in eight 
months 
the book is sent to the printer 
fifty thousand copies of the book are ordered with cloth cover with option for 
second fifty thousand copy print run 
books are sent to the warehouse for distribution to bookstores 
one box of twelve books is sent to the author to self aggrandize with their closest friends and one copy for 
their living room bookshelf 
the two monetary advances are withheld from a started book sales 
thereafter 
ninety percent united states currency goes to the author and the publisher receives ten percent 

and were the author to write for a publisher the author would be writing for an audience 

and there are marketing and sales people 

and there are warehouse distribution people 

and the publisher with red ink 

[saleability] 

the good book sells 
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on the girl who showed me her tonsils in english class in eleventh grade I think it was english class 
[anyway] 
I later lent her my white wool scarf which she shrunk and apologetically returned at half the scarf's size 
I pulled her chair from underneath her as she was sitting down in mister booth's class and mister book 
spoke with me in the hallway with bad breath for a while 
paul liked her in seventh grade 
[anyway] her tonsils 
were white and fungussy 
I had mine out at age six elsewhere never knew the difference nor so interested in curiosity regarding one's 
absence of tonsils 
they must do something [anyway] 
I stayed in an hospital overnight by myself after ether went home the next day with a prescription for ice 
cream and a stuffed animal to keep me company 
a a milne is alright kanga is female [must be] [because] kanga the marsupial had a pouch for roo the other a 
a milne characters are androgynous in shape [anyway] 
I have an anatomically correct piggy bank made of clay 
the girl who showed me her tonsils had a neighbor who I ate a pomegranate with once at his kitchen table 
the girl who showed me her tonsils lived around the corner 
[anyway] he did not take me to her home or invite her to eat a pomegranate with us 

and what happens to tonsils once removed 
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eau arbor 
and the frozen lake come spring halfmelt the day 
andwere patches last season's grass 
spring 
become 
green 
eventual and flowers among 
a bee 
a vines are perennial in the miniature forest bounded 
by lake 
by quiet neighborhood 
there are bluegills I know 
I have read of larger fish 
spots of open water near spring 
one could float a rowboat about the floating ice 
and deciduous trees will have no leaves 
[until] 
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the debris 

the harvest having planted is intentional 

_ 

the old grocery with fresh mozerella in whey 

_ 

ways to cook fish 
1]  fry 
2]  boil 
3]  bake 

ways to serve fish 
1]  with salad 
2]  with rice 
3]  with salt 

_ 

ponderosas in lake tahoe 
ponderosas in bend oregon 
ponderosas in coconino county arizona 

lava field in bend oregon near sisters or three sisters 
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the melting point of rock is one million degrees fahrenheit 

nor a propane torch hot enough 

is an incomplete earthly formation to be a volcano 

a rocks as liquid spewn from the ground from 

the molten core 

a spewn liquid at the earth's surface cools hardens into rock 

ugly rock 

one big ugly rock as once liquid cools as a lava field one big ugly rock and 

lesser liquids into rocks scattered about 

called cinders 

and the molten core of the twenty five thousand mile circumference earth 

eight thousand miles beneath the soil at the surface with life and botany and flora and fauna and biology 
and animalia and aenimalia and religion and science and ontology and cosmology and ponderance and the 
surface of the ocean with flying fish and sea turtles and swimming mammals eight thousand miles beneath 
the surface [the radius of the twenty five thousand mile equatorial circle] 

may wobble the entirety of earth 

may cool eventually and a hardened earthly core may or may not make a difference to the surface of the 
earth 

liquid rock as cooled called volcanic rock is digested by tree roots and botanical roots over millions of 
years and becomes palatable and nutritive for farming though as six feet of cinder topsoil cannot hold water 
and most botanical roots would topple in the sandy growing environment 

as a matter of one or two species of plants capable of growing in the harsh soil there is no sustainable 
ecosystem for accompanying animals until one million years from now 

liquid rocks are too hot to touch 

[and liquid rocks which have cooled may be very pointy and painful to touch and are slow walking upon 
because of their once bubbled liquid composition now the cooled liquid rock bubbles  are frozen as hard 
cooled rock bubbles as lava fields other cinder fields of a varied lava form spewn from a volcano may be 
similar to sand at the surface of the earth called cinder field though unique from lava field inthat a lava field 
is one giant rock spanning many square miles 
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tables on the dance floor 

once was a slam dance floor 

once was an easy reggae dance floor 

once was empty on an afternoon 

smalltown downtown 

capacity three hundred called a slam poetry reading 

tables on the dance floor four foot stage 

once the band walking shoes on halloween with kiss shoes six inch heels flautist 

like jethro tull and different 

tables on the dance floor 

once an attractive single woman dancing with herself encircled by live band enjoyers 

standing next to rance 

I joined the lovely woman [just the two of us] 

[so the woman ignored me] [nevertheless] [rance may or may not have been impressed] 

the spiked haired people another evening and james the mountaineer and I slam dancing just the two of us 
tossing each other into the encircled onlookers [I was not wearing my white visor] [that] [evening] 

tables on the dance floor for the slam poetry reading 

nor an actual slam like 

eminem's _eight mile_ 

though selected audience members to hold a zero to ten summative evaluation on a small whiteboard 

social prescription is social prescription 
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the pancake breakfast with 
pancakes 
[were] [of course] 
all you can eat upon 

church's completion this morning 
nor jello for the basement on the nonoccasion 

pancakes and maple syrup 

an homiletics regards budget today with slideshow nor 
laserpointer 

today I narrate 
[were] all the orange juice and coffee I preferred among 
a sabbath-ists 

and super bowl later chiefs and san francisco 
there was a dubuque priest transubstantiated carlo rossi I watched him in a small alcove transubstantiating 
carlo rossi 
napa valley 

once another priest transubstantiated a chardonnay in a living room 
there were seven or eight of us and I was seven or eight and 
the makeshift alter boy for the occasion 
and the bread in the fridgerator 

napa valley is an arid region good for grapes like california raisins covered in milk chocolate 

I am all for pancakes 
I enjoy chocolate chips in pancakes once ate at the international house of pancakes had chocolate chip 
pancakes 
after the nineteen seventies version of king kong 

 the pancake is round 
 cooked in a pan with butter 
 flipped 
 golden 
 [yum] 
 [is a sabbath with strangers] 
 [all you can eat] 
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the magnet 
the calendar 

the gifted calendar were 
paper 

twelve pages with photograph each for the month of 

and the largest magnet is not necessarily the strongest 

twenty five pound magnet 

fridgerator nor beer 

room temperature an old horror film 

not to be confused with movie 
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planet news 

weather 
mild winter 

international 
fighting in what is now israel 

election approaching april two 

city council meeting february twelve six pm at the downtown city county building 

popular culture 
sperm whale oil is not as frequently used for parfum though if sperm whale oil is used in the manufacture 
of parfum the parfum is called parfum nor eau de toillette 

editorial in regards to circa nineteen seventy seven to nineteen eighty four 
I rather appreciated madonna's underarm hair in her black and white photo shoot 

I look forward to the summer olympics in paris two thousand twenty four particularly track and field 

summer in antarctica presently 

africa is the largest continent 
the pacific ocean is the largest ocean 
texas is large nearly one quarter the size of alaska 
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the mathematics department quandering geometry and geometry's axiologics 

a question of interior design were one interior 

say one hundred twenty thousand miles is the atmosphere and locus 

airplanes fly at thirty eight thousand feet 

clouds blown yet at eighty thousand feet 

and pluto within pluto [question] [interior] is within 

the milky way galaxy I once slept to after dark thinking it afar 

and there are others other galaxies I say the beginning of the movie _contact_ nor to be confused with film 

carl sagan is something 

another department [anyway] axiologic in their departmental dictionary nor otherwise axiologic 

so 

I like gatorade after bicycling nor during water h2o during and gatorade is sixteen ounces 

geometrically speaking 

the container because liquid need be contained nor air and 

the funny thing about vacuums beyond one hundred and twenty thousand miles is 

the moon is one sixth the gravity of earth and holds no air 

mars gravity is one third that of earth and holds little if no air 

I have a particular affinity for venus which has lightning and may or may not have an atmosphere and 

eros keeps psyches attention I will indicate and have indicated 

and who names ethnoastronomy like eugene shoemaker and his wife 

there are three signs of water pisces acquarius [were xanadu] I agree with 

older women on general principal because 

her sister were there and I met her at the bank and found a lock blade knife the very same moment and 

a three two three four door is longer geometrically than a two door six two six 

[1999] 
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ritual as allegory: the observation of the sunrise 

and the summer 

and the winter sunrise is cold and a vapors nor a colors instense 
a cold of snow first light sun up 

the ritual and afore 

said benjamin franklin in written form 
airbath 
the naked airbath 

at first light 
a silent morning and a coldest before dawn of all of the previous darkness slept 

to strip were one not stript 
enter 
the fifteen degree weather watch 
the sun orb break the eastern horizon 

the allegory of the ritual 
notice 
the weather the atmosphere 
how a cloud hangs in front of the sun [when] [its heat] 
for different light 
tomorrows' each [when] 
a stars are put away for the day 

[then] 

[travel] [I] 
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anthropomorphism and you: what I make of the pavlovian 

belief 
nor skeptic 
[you] 
to believe 
lamarck were accurate 
[then] 
acquired characteristics can be passed gaeneologically to offspring [as if to have acquired the characteristic 
by learning] 
were you born already having known of an acquired characteristic by your parents 
and 
[you] 
to believe 
spencer's natural selection survival of the fittest 
what is the predator 
what is the hidden species millions of years old 
what is the viability of the species inwhich a procreators birth thousands of offspring every spring 
what is the viability of the species inwhich a procreators birth one offspring every spring 
and 
[you] 
the pavlovian to believe 
the simplicity of stimulus response 
were natural consequence 
and without schools for those aged five through eighteen monday through friday eight am to three pm 
school is a controlled environment 
accelerates learning 
upon which [society] 
anthropomorphism I do not call you a dog that you become a dog 
anthropomorphism I do not call you a swine that you become a swine 
anthropomorphism I do not call you a dolphin that you become a dolphin 
anthropomorphism I do not call you an elephant that you become an elephant 
anthropomorphism I do not call you a snake that you become a snake 
anthropomorphism I do not call you the animalia kingdom that you become the animalia kingdom 
anthropomorphism I do not call you the plantae kingdom that you become the plantae kingdom 
anthropomorphism I do not call you geology that you become geology 
anthropomorphism I do not call you liquid gas solid that you become liquid gas solid 
anthropomorphism nor I call you dream 
anthropomorphism nor I call you region 
anthropomorphism nor I call you grain of sand 
anthropomorphism nor I call you book 
anthropomorphism nor I call you ink 
anthropomorphism nor I call you letter paper letter in paper envelope with u s stamp 
anthropomorphism and an animal returns to its former state nor having 
teleology though 
training 
[response] 
mention skinnerianism [then] 
the classroom disallows natural consequences 
and the teacher 
[unnatural] 
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ethics and the mathematics building at the university 

there were fica 
there were book contracts 
there were numbers 
there were statistics and axiologics of statistics 
there were the dollars of building upkeep 
there were the cost of tuition 
there were a parameters to scholarships 
there were an expectation of office hours of faculty outside of teaching time 
there were the doubled cost of soda at the soda machine 

and the cuts 
the snow removal 
the broken leg 
hurt she said 
it was a cold day the mathematics building axiologist said 
gave her sum 

mathematics are inherently without value 
ethics are money related 
morals are value axiological inclusive of ethics 
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teacher teacher 
doctor doctor 
hot for teacher 
I was working at safeway grocery store in nineteen eighty five and the satellite radio played from the ms 
pac man machine 
diver down it was 
and there was a schism inwhich 
sammy hagar assumed eddie and alex and 
david lee roth became an emt in new york city 
circa 
I wish they all could be california girls 
motley crue opened doctor feelgood ou812 and 
I never heard of david lee roth again 
like an actor winning the academy award after twenty good years of acting 

on the reclusivity of positive foremention 
cameo is 
marlon brando in apocalypse now without script thirty minutes in a row 

the latin words I know 
capilla is chapel 
espresso sounds latin 
plantae animalae taxonomae fungae 
doctor teacher 
whether aesthetics is latin 
episte the pedagogue 
literati 
insectae lepidoptera honeybee arachnidae azure crab cheasepeaka papier tableta cloth 
pianoforte 
whether phoneme is latin 

and mark anthony a folding chair with one point seven five jack daniels in a folding chair 
joel caught the pick 
could have been pamela anderson's boyfriend's guitarist's [anyway] 

a thing about teaching and teachers were 
indoctrination may or may not be educative 
training may or may not be indoctrinative 
education is frequently associated with teaching [nevertheless] 
natural consequences still exist [thenwhat] 
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brass 
new orleans funeral brass 
navy brass 
belt buckle 
were the liberty bell brass 
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podunk 

the town 
a convenience store 
amoco 
[that is all] 

county highway intersection a mile further 
said the clerk 

and an heath bar 
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it won an academy award 

and its a kids' movie about 
robots 
its called _hugo_ 
it is a very serious movie 
just like charles dickens 
have you ever read charles dickens 
I saw the animated christmas special 
just like charles dickens 
a boy with limited means and 
a clock tower 
the boy winds and [gets] a place to sleep and 
steals food 
[puts] together a robot 
a really heartfelt movie 
[anyway] 
it won an academy award 
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apple macintosh special characters circa nineteen ninety seven 
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] the end [
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